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BED Shag ladies and géhtlemenz

Msy 3 welcome you to the fifth annuai convocation of the

twosgear PostuGraduass Prsgramme sonducted by our Institute; I

' would particularly like to weicome our Ghief Guest MrsL. Ks Jhaa

i am fully aware of the presshrea on Mrs Jha‘s time particularly

in view of his forthcoming assignment to represent our country

in the finited States sf America, Perhaps it is particuiariy'

apprcpriate that Mro JhaB as AmbaSsadsmmdesignate to the USA,

should see at first hand an outstanding example of the outcome

9f international collaboration in the educatiOnal fieidg As

you are all aware, th;s Inssitute was started seven years ago_

with the collaboration sf the Graduate School of Business

Administration,-Harvard university, and we are grateful to

them for the assistance they gave us in building a basic framework

of this institutioaa Efieh though our sollaboration formally ended

in 1966, the relationship between the the institutions has

remained as close as it ever was. The success of this

collaboration was due not to the fact of collabosation itself,

but to the mutual understanding that this Institute must be
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e truly indian institutions five: the few years of its existence

the Inéian institute of Menegements Ahmedabed has developed a

streng character of its own, and a pattern of activities which

reflects its own creativityfl it has new deveieped relationships

with many other institutions all over the world that are concerned

with management educatienb

institutions cannet be trenSPEenteéa They must5 in a

basic seesea refiect the eulture and the needs ef the environments

- in Which they are functioningm If we had merely tried to reproduce

the activities, methodologies and the mannerisms of Harvard, We

undoubgediy'uould have failed to buiLQ en effective national

institutee We weutd be the first :9 admit that what we are doing

is not entirely originals We have-adapted ideas thatiheee'»azw «n:.;ga

 

elsewheres we have Learnt from the experience be others; but have

done so through a pxeeees 9t testing9 adjusting and adapting, a

process which9 with growing institutional maturitys results in the

generation of our own idease

We have developed as an Indian institution and yet are net

parochiale Our activities are fiesigned to meet the very real needs

of the country, but at the same time we have kept our mind Open and

receptive to new ideas from whereever they may originate” The fieid-

of management education is developing very fast. This pace is

constantly accelerating along with the increasing rate-of technological

progress. We would be shortasighted, harrOWominded and selfwdefeating

if we were to regard the building of our national character with a

enophobic exclusivity which shuts Out the world of ideas beyond the

boundaries of our nation. Our roots must be firm in Indian soil, but



   

 
    

set flamers will be open to the sune

This Institute is devoted to the deveiopment and eggiication

of knowledgeu I emphasise the word applicstien since it is our

endeavour to help people and organisations improve their management

practisese It is our responsibility to see that these ideas are used

and in fact'fetm a part ef the individua1“s operative thinking and

the organisation‘s cultures To do this :—emest build a body of

knowledge on the experience that existsu Esperiehce cannot be

transferreds Exeetience will be taken as the raw material and, within

the conceptual framework of management science, it is fashioned inte

3 form that is capable of assimilation,

The young men and women who are graduating today have had the

considerable benefit of geing through this programme which blends

conceptual development in this fieid of education with the experience

of the Indian environments The many hundreds of cases that are used

in this and other Executive Development Programmes have been collected

by the faculty and research staff of this Institute from'the field.

They have been collected from industrial companies and other

organisations and reflect actual and real problems which these

organisations faced: If we assume that knowledge must be applied, an

institution like this would fail in its re5ponsibi1ity if it merely told

its students ”This is the theqretical concept. It is up to you to see

Whether it has any application in the Indian context at not.” On the

other hand, a student in this programme exercises his conceptual

capabilities on the real problems which the faculty bring into the

class roam.
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Even this, hDWever5, is not enough to ecmplete the

pieture of applied education, We must hot merely be a bcrrowerr

of knowledge, but must also contribute to the body of knowledge.

It is important, therefore that the Institute is undertaking a

considerabie amount of researchc Such research Will help in the

development of a framework of knowledge based on the circumstances

of our eouhtty's develepmehta We cannot improve practices unless

we knew what the existing practices are: Knowing what they are:

We can help their improvement only if out basis of knowledge is strong.

We can imhrove our basis of knowledge only if our capabilities of

generating knowledge existsa'

It is vital for an applied institution to integrate

itself with.those which it intends to help. In every activity

which the Institute undertakes the endeeweuris to bring about this

integrationn Mast of the organisations which have and will employ our

young men and women from this prhgramme have participated in the many

Executive Programmes conducted by the Instituten To a difierent

degree they have undergOne a similar learning process. They know

approximately what these young people have been through oVer

these two years. They have elso<iiscussed the materials developed

by our faculty. It is.from their organisations that much of the

materials have been gathered“ It is in their organisations that much

9f the research work is done. It is from our faculty's experience

with these organisations that we learn how to reapond to the

environment.

When I say that this Institute has develoPed its own

national character, I mean that it has based its educational developments
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en the realities of Indieu It has brought these realities to those

whe must work in the Indian environment and has integrateé itself

with those in this country whom it must serve.

Many statements have been made by the government, public and

private industry and other organiSatiOhs extoiing the virtues of

management education and insisting uneh its necessity in relation

ts the oeuhtry‘s developmehtn i hope that it is not intended by these

who make such a statement to confine themselves t0 lipaservice of

the obvious, ,If they mean whst they say, I hope they understand what

it means» Applied education is, of necessity, expensiVea If the

staff must achieve what I have described they must be given the

facilities to do son Building teaching mstttial'ih the field, doing

research in the field, solving problems in the field, will undoubtedly

require much larger resources than will be needed in purely desk werkv

In order to get all this work done we need a larger staff then Would

be the case if staff requirements were based on out=modcfi fusuityestufisn

ratios. Private industry has in the pest, and continues tog exhress

its confidence in this InStitute by the support that is being givenw

However, the government's policy trwerds the financing of technical

education does cause us considerable apprehension. The revised Fourth

Five Yeér Plan outlay on direct central support to technirn1 education

is only Rs. 57 crores. 0n the one hand this is wholly inadeQuste

to maintain the quality of excellence which the nationsi technieai .

institutions have built upe On the other hand, it allows for herdly

any eevelopment at all, so that, once again, in rapidly advancing

technological fields we are likely to be left behindor It is argued in

the government that industry should primarily euphort Institutes such

a
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as thise I will agree with this up to a peint, but this argument

can he exaggeratedcs It is in the national interest that the

government'shouid provide the infrastructure within which the

countryfls manageriai manpower can be developeda This is a

social responsibility of the governments When these institutes

were first established they Were intended to be joint ventures

between the gevetnmeht and industry. They still are, Privete

industry is assisting the Institute and I hope will inctease

its supporta But in terms of a joint ventuse, the government

cannot ebSolve itself of its continuing respensibility. As a

ceuhttyé if We weht applied educational institutions and if we

want institutions of excellenceg it is as appropriate 3 charge on

general revenues as the building of industry itselfo‘ i Would

strongly suggest to the Government of India that they should have

another and cieser look at the role Which Institutes like this'

must play in the country and the meagre and wholly inadequate

provisions that they make for their existenceo I Would also like

to suggest to public sector corporations the: in addition to

using the services of this Institute, which they do in large

measure, they also should make a direct and‘substantial investment

tewsrés the funding of this institution. I would suggest to the

government that, rather than deter, they shbuld positivelyieaceuraget

pubiic sector enterprises to donate to this Institute. In opening

this convocation which cunclhdes this acadehie year I make this

appealnthat we, as a nation, should exercise restraint in the

proliferation of institutioas and in the wasteful dissipation of
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Ilimited resources; that we should be conscious of the need to

build quality and not give way to the temptation to produce

cheap quality and that it is the social responsibility of

013:: government to; see that this is achieveda

Once again, Mtg Jha, may I welcome you to this

Zastitute and so have you associated With us in our endeavouro;
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